Introduction
A distinctive feature of the human nervous system is that upper levels of the brain are bilaterally separated into distinct left and right cerebral hemispheres. The 2 hemispheres, in turn, have structurally separate cerebral cortices, arranged as 2-to 4-mmthick outside coverings.
Much is known about relationships in structural development of different parts of the developing human brain. In contrast, little is known about relationships in subsequent structural maintenances of different parts of the mature human brain, including the 2 cortices. The mature structures of the 2 cortices must be maintained from week-week across adulthood. Maintenance mechanisms are active continuously and ubiquitously across all locations of each cortex. This is apparent from the fact that ongoing maintenance requires a continuous flow of blood and accompanying glucose and oxygen, and that maintenance becomes disrupted and structural deterioration rapidly begins at any cortical location within minutes after interruption of blood flow. Under healthy adult conditions, continuously ongoing and separate maintenances ensure structural viabilities of the 2 cortices.
In considering cortical maintenance, a key question is: how are ongoing structural maintenances of the 2 cortices in an individual brain related? From indirect considerations, different relationships are possible. For example, left and right cortices normally continuously integrate mental and cognitive functions through commissural connections and serve as one unified brain. This bilateral integration could suggest that maintenances of the 2 cortical structures are mutually unified and, perhaps, symmetrically related. Alternatively, the brain has lateralized circulations which commonly differ across the 2 sides in terms of vascular structure and blood flow [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] ; in addition, there is evidence for left vs right differences in cortical predispositions to a spectrum of neurodegenerative diseases. 7 Given relationships between circulation and maintenance, and between disease and maintenance failure, these differences could suggest that ongoing structural maintenances of the 2 cortices are independent and, perhaps, asymmetric.
Study of concurrently ongoing maintenances of left and right cortical structures in an individual brain is needed to distinguish between the above possibilities. This has not been done, largely because direct assessment requires application of a resource intensive, N-of-1 longitudinal test paradigm, ie, a time-series paradigm employing analyses of regularly spaced, prospective left and right cortical structural measurements from a substantial sample of consecutive short time intervals in the same brain. Although challenging, increased interest in this type of paradigm is emerging from recent discussions of the need for precision medicine, N-of-1 approaches to explore basic concepts of brain and body health at an individual level. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] This study used magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and an N-of-1 time series paradigm to define mean structural thicknesses of the 2 cortices in an adult man at week intervals over 6 months. A recent report explored whether cortical thickness in this individual's brain was statically maintained. The results led to the hypothesis that ongoing maintenance was not static but, instead, involved reversing incremental and decremental fluctuations in thickness over week and multiweek periods. 13 This study uses cortical thickness measures from this man to examine the further issue of how maintenances of the left and right cortical structures in an individual brain are related from week-week. Thickness was used as an index because it is a useful structural indicator of cortical health and disease. [14] [15] [16] [17] Hemispheric mean cortical thicknesses and their variations were used as measures because they were considered appropriate to analyze the spatially ubiquitous nature of ongoing maintenance across each cortical hemisphere.
The above question, as indicated, has received no previous study but we felt (1) its significance for understanding cortical maintenances in an individual brain and (2) the availability of the necessary but rare N-of-1 time series measures, justified an exploratory investigation. The results provide initial insights into dynamics of maintenance relationships of the 2 cortices in an individual brain that have not been previously recognized and that have interesting implications.
Materials and Methods

Studied individual
The subject was a 66-year-old man whose health history has been previously described. 13 He was selected based on active willingness to undergo weekly MRI scanning and daily health monitoring for the 6-month study period and because he had a good health history. From longstanding direct knowledge about the individual and self-report, he has not used tobacco since 1980 or alcohol since 2000; prior to those times, he was a sporadic pipe smoker for several years during the 1970s and a minimal alcohol consumer. At no age has he used recreational or other drugs and has no early life experience of child abuse. He has been physically active across life (eg, regular bicycling, jogging, hiking). From direct knowledge and self-report, he has no history of psychiatric illness, concussion, or head trauma. The MRI scans indicated no brain abnormalities. Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI) and Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-II) questionnaires, with reference time period modified to that day, were taken each evening over the study period. He experienced no illnesses or trauma during the study, and day-to-day activities involved usual work and home routines with no travel, training, medical, or other unusual interventions. These activities were considered consistent with usual daily maintenance of brain and body.
Regular health monitoring was done over the study including daily measures of pulse, blood pressure, blood glucose, oral temperature, weight, activity (steps/day), and sleep; in addition, hemoglobin A 1c (HbA 1c ) and lipid measures were determined at the end of the study period. These measures have been reported previously. 13 Metabolic syndrome risk was assessed according to accepted standard criteria (ie, ⩾3 measures above cut-point criteria for waist circumference, triglycerides, highdensity lipoprotein, blood pressure, and fasting glucose). 18 Three physicians who were not involved in the study independently reviewed body measures from the study period and rated these measures to be within, or approximate healthy ranges (marginally low pulse [57 ± 3 bpm] and marginally high systolic pressure [124 ± 7 mm Hg] on arising in mornings). In accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and national ethics guidelines, the study was done after review and approval by the University of Toledo Institutional Review Board and with subject informed written consent.
Longitudinal N-of-1 time series paradigm
As described previously, 13 brain scans were made on 22 dates across a 25-week period. Except for missed scans at weeks 2, 6, and 7, scans were taken at 1-week intervals on the same day of the week. On each date, 2 scans were completed in 1 session, with removal from the scanner between the first (scan A) and second (scan B) scans. Scanning on each date required 11.2 minutes for each scan with ≈5 minutes between scans for removal from the scanner, repositioning, and scan setup. This paradigm provided a total brain sample time of 8.2 hours in this person.
Scan and scan processing procedures
The procedures have been previously described. 13 In brief, all scans were made with the same 3T GE Signa scanner, 8-channel head coil, and T1-weighted scan protocol (Fast Spoiled Gradient Recall Echo, repetition time = 7.8 ms, echo time = 3 ms, inversion time = 650 ms, flip angle = 9°, bandwidth = 31.25 kHz, field of view = 256 × 256 mm, voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1 mm, 164 axial slices bracketing entire brain with no gaps between slices). During the study, regular scanner quality assurance tests identified no problems and scanner upgrades were not done.
Scanning was done at similar mid-day times (start time mean ± SD: 1:55 pm ± 2.1 hours). Stimulants/diuretics, eg, caffeine-containing beverages and chocolate, were not taken 12 hours before scanning, otherwise drinking, eating, and physical activity prior to scans were within day-to-day normal ranges. For each scan, the body was comfortably supine and the head was positioned with consistent orthogonal laser beam alignment on the face midline and outer canthus of each eye. Snug insertion of earplugs and padding around the head were used to minimize scanner sound and thickness biasing due to 3 movement. To further minimize movement, the individual remained attentive during scans by visually focusing on a point in the scanner and counting seconds of scan time. Continuous attentiveness was affirmed by reaching an appropriate total count at scan end for each scan. Scan A and B images were visually checked at scanning to rule out motion and other artifacts and to assure that continuous bilaterally symmetric axial slices were taken of the entire medulla to cortex neuraxis.
To ensure uniform processing and as a blind control during the study, all scans were processed at one time after completion of all scans. All processing was done with one workstation, operating system, and FreeSurfer program, using automated FreeSurfer procedures which provided reliable measures of cortical thickness (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu). 19 As part of the design to treat data from all dates as equal and independent measures, thickness measures were taken in native space without transformation to a template. The FreeSurfer longitudinal pipeline was not used and all scans were processed independently to preserve variation at each time point. During processing, cortical borders for all slices of all scans were visually checked by an experienced FreeSurfer imaging specialist and were judged to be accurate and to not require manual correction. FreeSurfer defined cortical thicknesses at ≈150 000 vertex locations per hemisphere. For each scan, mean cortical thickness was determined for each hemisphere using all vertex measures from that hemisphere.
Thickness maintenance analyses
Two properties of structural maintenance were assessed for the right and left cortices: hemispheric mean thickness magnitudes measured at single time points and hemispheric mean thickness variations over week intervals between 2 successive time points. Thickness magnitudes were expressed in millimeters. For thickness variations, thickness at the earlier time was subtracted from thickness at the later time to indicate thickness increments over time as positive variations and thickness decrements over time as negative variations, which were expressed as percent changes [(later-earlier)/earlier × 100].
Analyses of maintenance of thickness magnitudes. Initial analyses used nonparametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) tests to compare the distributions of thickness magnitudes of left and right sides and the scan A and scan B results. A nonparametric test was applied because data came from 1 subject. The K-S test was used because it provided the advantages of making no assumptions about the compared distributions and of having sensitivity to differences in multiple distribution properties including variation, skewness, kurtosis, and central tendency. 20 Subsequent analyses assessed time-related relationships in maintenances of thickness magnitudes of the 2 cortices, using bivariate correlation tests (Pearson r). Relationships were first examined for matched weeks to test whether thickness magnitudes on the 2 sides were related at corresponding times. We refer to these as matched time maintenance relationships. Given that maintenance continues from 1 week to the next, correlation analyses also examined potential relationships between previous vs subsequent week thickness magnitudes. We refer to these as shifted time maintenance relationships. In an N-of-1 time series design, shifted time analyses can potentially provide interesting advantages for examining maintenance dynamics. First, they had the capacity to define a temporal direction to any observed relationship; that is, shifted time analyses could assess "if-then" temporal maintenance contingencies between earlier vs later (ie, "if " earlier "then" later) thickness magnitudes. Second, by comparing thickness magnitudes of opposite left vs right sides, and of the same left vs left or right vs right side, shifted time analyses could assess potential symmetries/asymmetries in "if-then" temporal maintenance contingencies. In addition, by comparing outcomes of matched time and shifted time analyses, it was possible to examine whether and how maintenance relationships of thickness magnitudes at matched times extended forward in time. Together, the matched and shifted time analyses provided useful ways to examine dynamics of maintenances of thickness magnitudes of the 2 cortices.
Analyses of thickness maintenance variations. These analyses examined relationships in percent thickness variations of the 2 cortices with the above procedures used for thickness magnitude analyses. Relationships in percent thickness variations of the 2 cortices were first analyzed for matched time intervals following which relationships were analyzed for shifted time intervals.
Significance levels
An initial significance level of P ⩽ .05 was used. For analyses that required 2 correlation tests due to separate testing of relationships for each side, an adjusted more conservative Bonferroni-corrected P value of ⩽.025 (.05/2) was used to define a significant result, and P values >.025 and ⩽ .05 were considered trends toward significance. Given that maintenance is ongoing continuously, recognition of trends was useful to permit consideration of whether, eg, strong relationships at matched times may have extended forward in time as meaningful but weaker relationships with trends toward significance.
Results
Analyses of maintenance of thickness magnitudes (mm)
Maintenance of right vs left thickness magnitudes across the study Analysis 1. Thickness magnitudes of right cortex were consistently larger than magnitudes of left cortex across all weeks for both scan A and scan B (Figure 1 ; scan A, P = .003; scan B, P = .003). This suggests that left and right cortices were continuously asymmetrically maintained at different thicknesses. 4 
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In contrast to this right vs left difference, right thickness magnitudes for scan A vs B and left thickness magnitudes for scan A vs B did not significantly differ (right, P = .860; left, P = .215). Previous analyses have further shown that, for both hemispheres, thickness magnitudes from scan A significantly positively correlated with thickness magnitudes from scan B, and thickness magnitudes from each scan series similarly differed from measurement error for both hemispheres. 13 Given these similarities in scan A and B results, data on each side from scans A and B were pooled in subsequent analyses.
Matched time relationship in maintenance of thickness magnitudes
Analysis 2. This analysis examined the correlation in maintenances of left vs right thickness magnitudes at matched weeks. The scatterplot for matched weeks revealed clustering that was associated with a positive linear regression line (R 2 = 0.785) and significant positive correlation (P < .001) (Figure 2A ). This relationship is consistent with a high degree of correspondence and symmetry in maintenance dynamics of thickness magnitudes of opposite cortices at matched times.
Shifted time relationships in maintenance of thickness magnitudes.
Thickness maintenance is continuous from 1 week to the next. This raises the possibility that maintenance dynamics of thickness magnitudes at earlier and later times may be related. To examine this possibility, shifted time analyses focused on how thickness magnitude of the preceding week related to thickness magnitude of the subsequent week.
Analysis 3.
Extending the above comparison of opposite side thicknesses at matched weeks forward in time, this analysis examined whether the preceding week thickness magnitude on one side was related to the subsequent week thickness magnitude on the opposite side. The scatterplot of preceding week right thicknesses vs the subsequent week left thicknesses revealed clustering associated with a moderately positive linear regression line (R 2 = 0.102) and trend toward positive correlation (P = .051) ( Figure 2B ). The scatterplot of preceding week left thicknesses vs the subsequent week right thicknesses revealed clustering associated with a similar moderately positive linear regression line (R 2 = 0.106) and trend toward positive correlation (P = .046) ( Figure 2C ).
Given these trends at 1-week separation, we extended separation by a further week in post hoc examinations of 2-week periods between early and later thickness measures. These examinations revealed flat linear regression lines and no significant correlations or correlation trends (right vs left: R 2 = 0.006, P = .649; left vs right: R 2 = 0.0006, P = .882).
Analysis 3 results are suggestive of trends toward bilateral correspondence or symmetry in maintenance dynamics between opposite side thickness magnitudes for preceding vs subsequent periods of 1, but not 2, weeks. These forward-going positive relationship trends between opposite sides were weaker than the significant positive relationship between opposite sides at matched weeks (compare Figure 2B and C with Figure 2A ).
Analysis 4.
This analysis examined whether the preceding week thickness magnitudes on one side were related to the subsequent week thickness magnitudes on the same side. The plot of preceding week right thicknesses vs subsequent week right thicknesses showed clustering associated with a positive linear regression line (R 2 = 0.148) and significant positive correlation (P = .017) ( Figure 2D ). The plot of preceding week left thicknesses vs subsequent week left thicknesses showed clustering associated with a relatively flat linear regression line (R 2 = 0.058) and nonsignificant correlation (P = .145) ( Figure 2E ).
Given the significant correlation on the right side at 1-week separation, we extended separation by a further week in post hoc examinations of 2-week separations between early and later thickness measures. These examinations revealed flat linear regression lines and no significant correlations or correlation trends (right vs right: R 2 = 0.00005, P = .967; left vs left: R 2 = 0.007, P = .631).
The analysis 4 difference in right vs left side correlations suggests an asymmetry in the maintenance dynamics of preceding vs subsequent week thickness magnitudes on the same side, with stronger influence on the right side. This held for 1, but not 2, week periods. The forward going positive relationship on the right side was weaker than the relationship between the right and left sides at matched weeks (compare Figure 2D with Figure 2A ).
Analyses of thickness maintenance variations (%)
The above analyses focused on maintenance of thickness magnitudes taken at individual time points. The next analyses focused on thickness maintenance variations over week intervals. These analyses followed the above approach of examining relationship dynamics for matched and shifted times.
Matched time relationship in thickness maintenance variations
Analysis 5. The scatterplot comparing opposite right vs left maintenance variations for matched intervals revealed clustering associated with a positive linear regression line (R 2 = 0.717) and significant positive correlation (P < .001) ( Figure 3A) . This relationship is consistent with a high degree of correspondence and symmetry in maintenance variation dynamics of opposite right and left thickness variations for matched intervals.
Shifted time relationships in thickness maintenance variations
Analysis 6. Extending the above analysis 5 comparisons of opposite side maintenance variations for matched intervals, this analysis examined if maintenance variation over the preceding week interval on one side was related to maintenance variation during the subsequent week interval on the opposite side. The scatterplot of preceding week right vs subsequent week left maintenance variations revealed clustering associated with a negative linear regression line (R 2 = 0.136) and trend toward negative correlation (P = .032) ( Figure 3B ). The scatterplot of preceding week left vs subsequent week right maintenance variations revealed clustering associated with a relatively flat linear regression line (R 2 = 0.044) and nonsignificant correlation (P = .234) ( Figure 3C ).
Given the above right vs left correlation trend for successive 1-week intervals with first and last thickness measures separated by 2 weeks (Figure 3B ), separations were extended in post hoc examinations to the next earlier interval, thus involving nonsuccessive 1-week intervals with 3-week separation between first and last measures. These examinations revealed relatively flat linear regression lines and no significant correlations or correlation trends (right vs left: R 2 = 0.017, P = .497; left vs right: R 2 = 0.061, P = .188).
The analysis 6 trend toward negative correlation between preceding right and subsequent left maintenance variation vs no correlation between the preceding left and subsequent right maintenance variation suggests a trend toward asymmetric maintenance dynamics, with a larger opposite side influence directed from the right to the left side ( Figure 3B and C) . This was seen for maintenance variations involving thickness measures spanning 2, but not 3, weeks. The forward-going negative trend between right vs left side variations is weaker and differs in direction from the significant positive correlation between the right vs left side variations for preceding matched intervals (compare Figure 3B with Figure 3A ).
Analysis 7. This analysis tested whether maintenance variations over the preceding week interval on one side were related to the subsequent week interval maintenance variations on the same side. The plot of preceding week right variations vs the subsequent week right variations revealed clustering associated with a relatively flat linear regression line (R 2 = 0.080) and nonsignificant correlation (P = .106) ( Figure 3D ). In contrast, the plot of preceding week left variations vs the subsequent week left variations revealed clustering associated with a negative linear regression line (R 2 = 0.268) and significant negative correlation (P = .002) ( Figure 3E ).
Given the significant left side correlation for successive 1-week intervals with thickness measures separated by 2 weeks (Figure 3E ), separations were extended in post hoc examinations to the next earlier 1-week interval and a 3-week separation between thickness measures. These examinations revealed relatively flat linear regression lines and no significant correlations or correlation trends (right vs right: R 2 = 0.086, P = .115; left vs left: R 2 = 0.004, P = .737).
The difference in analysis 7 right vs left relationships is consistent with asymmetry of maintenance variation dynamics across periods between early and later thickness measures of 2, but not 3, weeks. The forward-going significant negative relationship on the left side differed in direction from the significant positive relationship between the left and right sides for preceding matched intervals (compare Figure 3E with Figure 3A) . 
Discussion
Much work has gone into understanding relationships in structural development of distinct parts of the developing human brain. In contrast, little is known about relationships in subsequent structural maintenances of distinct parts of the mature human brain, including the 2 separate cortices. This lack of knowledge particularly applies at the individual brain level. In an effort to increase understanding of relationships in structural maintenances of the 2 cortices in an individual brain, this study used, for the first time, an N-of-1 paradigm to define how maintenances of the mean thicknesses of the 2 cortices in an individual brain were related from week-week over a several month period. There are 3 findings.
First, structural maintenances of the 2 cortices appeared to be symmetric in some respects. Indications of maintenance symmetry included significant positive correlations for matched times between opposite left and right maintenance magnitudes ( Figure 4A ) and variations ( Figure 4D ). Symmetry was also suggested by bilateral correlation trends between thickness magnitudes of each side with the opposite side at the preceding vs subsequent week ( Figure 4B ). Possible interpretations of these symmetries include, eg, that thickness maintenance factors within each cortex influenced the other cortex in a mutually balanced way and/or that maintenances of both cortices were influenced by outside factors that affected both cortices in a balanced way. Whether these or other interpretations apply, the observed symmetries suggest a concept that the 2 cortices of this brain were, in some respects, dynamically maintained from week-week in a bilaterally related fashion.
Second, in other respects, structural maintenances of the 2 cortices appeared to be asymmetric. Indications of maintenance asymmetry included a significant (1) difference between right vs left thickness magnitudes from week-week ( Figure 1) ; (2) unilateral correlation between thickness magnitudes at preceding vs subsequent weeks for right, but not left, cortex ( Figure  4C ); and (3) unilateral correlation between preceding vs subsequent week left maintenance variations that was not seen on the right side ( Figure 4E ). Beyond these asymmetries that reached significance, there was also (4) a correlation trend between preceding week right vs subsequent week left maintenance variations, which was not replicated between the preceding left vs subsequent right maintenance variations ( Figure 4F ). Potential interpretations of these asymmetries include, eg, that week-week maintenance factors operating within each cortex and/or from outside cortex differ for the 2 cortices. These or other interpretations aside, these asymmetries suggest a concept that, in some respects, the 2 cortices of this brain were dynamically maintained from week-week with lateralized differences.
Third, structural maintenances of the 2 cortices showed temporal continuity whereby maintenance relationships between left and right thicknesses at matched weeks extended forward as preceding to subsequent week maintenance relationships that were positive or negative, with the opposite or same side, and of variable correlation strengths. Continuity dynamics were suggested by a significant positive correlation between thickness magnitudes of left vs right sides for the same week ( Figure 4A ) which extended forward, first, as a significant positive correlation between thickness magnitude on the right side and subsequent week right thickness magnitude ( Figure 4C ) and, second, as weaker bilateral positive correlation trends with thickness magnitudes of the opposite sides for the subsequent week ( Figure 4B ). Temporal continuity dynamics were further suggested by a significant positive correlation between maintenance variations of left vs right sides for the same week ( Figure 4D ) which extended forward, first, as a significant negative correlation between maintenance variation on the left side with subsequent week left maintenance variation ( Figure 4E ) and, second, as a negative correlation trend between the maintenance variation on the right side with subsequent week left maintenance variation ( Figure 4F ). Continuity dynamics were seen for initial and later thickness measures that spanned 1 or 2, but not 3, weeks. These results indicate that thickness maintenance dynamics at earlier times influenced maintenance dynamics on the same and/or opposite side at later times and suggest a concept of temporal continuity whereby thickness at any particular time not only reflects maintenance at that time but, in addition, influences future maintenance.
We note that results that reached significance and results that reached trend levels of significance are clearly distinguished. We would argue that this is useful for the present time-series analyses. For example, the significant strong correlations at matched times may, as seen in shifted time analyses, have forward going correlation trends that are weaker, but still potentially meaningful. Identification of trends permitted transparent consideration of this possibility without either exaggerating or overlooking these potentially meaningful relationships. We also note that each of the above 3 concepts was supported by more than one relationship that reached significance. These concepts of maintenance dynamics in an individual brain have not been previously recognized.
How did symmetry, asymmetry, and temporal continuity dynamics work together to maintain the 2 cortices in this brain?
This study examined an individual brain's relationships in left and right cortical maintenance without assessing factors that might influence these relationships. It is known from group studies that cortical thickness is influenced by experience/environmental factors including, eg, age, language, handedness, intelligence, and hormonal levels. [21] [22] [23] In addition, studies of groups of twins show that genetic factors also make contributions to adult thickness magnitudes of each cortex. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] There appears to be less consensus on whether symmetry/asymmetry between the 2 cortices is genetically determined, and recent studies suggest that further investigations are needed to determine how the nature and timing of specific genetic and nongenetic factors influence side-side thickness relationships. 21, 22, 26 Mechanisms for thickness fluctuations also need to be considered. The reversible incremental and decremental fluctuations in hemispheric thickness maintenance in the presently studied individual have been proposed to result from mechanisms that underlie normally ongoing maintenance remodeling/turnover in the cortical substrates that contribute to thickness. 13 These substrates include neurons with their neuropil, glia and associated processes, arterial-capillary-venous vasculature cells, and extracellular-glymphatic-vascular fluid spaces. In adult animals, these substrates can reversibly remodel or turnover during short intervals of days to weeks as a result, eg, of extensions/retractions of axonal branches and boutons, [27] [28] [29] spines and dendrites, [30] [31] [32] [33] and glial processes, [34] [35] [36] over distances of a few micrometers for spines, 37 and several, tens, or more micrometers for cell processes. 27, 35, 38, 39 Turnover can also include cell loss, angiogenesis, 40, 41 gliogenesis, 42, 43 and fluxes in volumes of cells 44, 45 and intravascular and extravascular spaces. 46, 47 Given these ongoing changes and high substrate densities, related thickness fluctuations are arguably quite plausible. 13 It also appears reasonable to extend this proposal by suggesting that genetic and environmental/experience factors influence cortical thickness by affecting these continuously ongoing maintenance remodeling/turnover mechanisms.
Study of the above factors and mechanisms was beyond the scope of this work; however, it seems obvious that the observed symmetry, asymmetry, and temporal continuity dynamics were influenced by the studied individual's genetic and/or environmental/experience factors. It also seems likely that the observed range of strong and weaker and positive and negative correlations in the presently studied individual reflected influences of multiple factors. Given these possibilities, it is difficult to suggest a unifying proposal for how the observed maintenance symmetry, asymmetry, and temporal continuity dynamics worked together without having a better understanding of how genetic and/or experience/environmental factors affected maintenance remodeling/turnover mechanisms in the studied individual.
The above caveat aside, one suggestion seems reasonable. Concepts of side-side maintenance symmetry, asymmetry, and temporal continuity as occurred in the present individual are presumably generalizable to other individual brains. However, the particular ways these concepts become expressed, eg, whether symmetries apply at matched or shifted times, whether thicknesses of the 2 cortices are equal or unequal, and whether asymmetries occur on one or the other side, may partly reflect individual-specific maintenance traits or states that emerge from individuality in genetic and/or experience/environmental influences and their play on maintenance remodeling/turnover mechanisms. This merits further study at an individual level.
Current concepts of side-side cortical thickness relationships
To our knowledge, no previous work has examined relationships in ongoing maintenance dynamics of the 2 cortices in an individual brain. Previous work has, however, examined thickness magnitudes of left and right cortices in other ways.
Individual-focused analyses. One study used longitudinal MRI scans from each of 5 healthy adults to compare within-individual relationships of thickness magnitudes of left vs right postcentral and precentral cortical areas. 48 In each individual, left vs right thickness magnitudes of each area either differed or were equal at matched times. Interestingly, although sampling in each individual was limited to 3 to 5 scans at irregular 2-to 24-week intervals, each individual's particular different or equal left vs right thickness relationship for each area was consistent across time. Conceptually, the individuals who had a consistent side-side difference in thickness magnitudes resemble the finding in the present individual that right thickness magnitude was consistently larger than left thickness magnitude across all times.
Group analyses paradigms. Elegant adult work on thickness symmetry/asymmetry has employed group analysis paradigms using single time hemispheric and/or regional measures to define group average left vs right thickness magnitudes that were then compared. [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] Although findings vary regarding extents and lateralities of side-side symmetry or asymmetry, this work clearly indicates that concepts of symmetry and asymmetry apply to group average thickness magnitudes.
Group-based concepts of symmetry and asymmetry differ in important respects from concepts of symmetry and asymmetry derived with the present individual brain paradigm. For example, group-based work averages across, and does not distinguish, individuals who, eg, have greater right than left, greater left than right, or equal right and left thicknesses and, as a consequence, defines concepts of symmetry and asymmetry that are group average, not individual, focused. In addition, differing from the concepts of symmetry and asymmetry defined in the present individual brain, group-based concepts of symmetry/asymmetry are more influenced by between-individual, rather than within-individual, variation. For these and other reasons, it is presently difficult to relate our findings to available group results.
Just as group-based findings are not necessarily representative of an individual, findings in an individual are not necessarily representative of group-based findings; thus, concepts arising from each level of analyses need to be understood. Given the above and other differences in concepts of symmetry/asymmetry at group and individual levels, we suggest an individual-focused N-of-1 time series provides a useful paradigm that can supplement group-based paradigms in resolving 9 concepts of side-side cortical maintenance relationships and dynamics that apply to individual brains.
Implications
Development of precision medicine N-of-1 paradigms for assessing cortical thickness maintenance in health and disease. There is increasing interest in how side-side symmetries/asymmetries in cortical structure contribute to brain and body disorders. 54 Recent group studies suggest cortical thickness asymmetries play a role in a diverse range of disorders including, eg, carotid occlusive disease, 55 obsessive-compulsive disorder, 56 multiple sclerosis, 57 Parkinson disease, 7 Alzheimer disease, 58 schizophrenia, 59 ,60 anorexia nervosa, 61 and irritable bowel syndrome. 62 Converging with these findings, there is also growing interest in developing precision medicine N-of-1 approaches that can contribute to a knowledge base for understanding disease prevention and treatment at an individual level [8] [9] [10] [11] ; however, needed research using individual brain study paradigms is only just beginning.
The present findings can contribute to identification of concepts of side-side cortical structural maintenance that are pertinent to development of precision medicine N-of-1 paradigms. In this regard, this study repeatedly tracked side-side thickness maintenance for matched and preceding vs subsequent times. Side-side correlations at matched times ( Figure  4A and D) do not have a cause-effect direction or vector; that is, these correlations are observational and do not distinguish whether, for example, left side effects affect the right side, right side effects affect the left side, or both sides have mutually reciprocal impacts. In contrast, correlations between measures from preceding to subsequent weeks have earlier to later temporal directions or vectors ( Figure 4B ,C,E,F). Although these vectors do not demonstrate cause-effect, they arguably indicate "if-then" contingencies, ie, "if " this occurred earlier, "then" this followed.
Identification of "if-then" contingencies is interesting in the following respects. (1) For cortex to remain viable, thickness maintenance must be continuously ongoing, and the present findings provide evidence that cortical thickness maintenances at an earlier time (in the case of thickness magnitudes) or over an earlier period (in the case of thickness variations) influence thickness maintenance at later times. From the studied individual's brain, it appears these "if-then" temporal contingencies can involve 1-to 2-week periods, both hemispheres, and positive and negative relationships in thickness maintenance from preceding to following times. (2) To our knowledge, the present results provide the first evidence for "if-then" temporal contingencies in thickness maintenance. It seems likely that maintenance contingencies are, to some degree, individual brain specific. If this proves to be true, thickness analyses at a group level may not have adequate resolution to define thickness maintenance contingencies, and N-of-1 analyses may be needed. This may explain why these contingencies have not been previously recognized. (3) "If-then" contingencies do not establish maintenance mechanisms per se, but they may be useful to study cortical maintenance mechanism chronologies. For example, it may be useful to examine temporal relationships between "if-then" contingencies in thickness maintenance and concurrent systemic body measures to define temporal sequences of brain/body homeostasis mechanisms in an individual. (4) Finally, "if-then" thickness maintenance contingencies during periods of normal health may, during cortical disorders, become disrupted in ways that can be clinically defined with MRI using N-of-1 paradigms. In the studied individual, disruptions might be defined, eg, by loss or changes in one or more of the observed week-week temporal contingencies. From this view, cortical disorders involving thickness changes may be partly envisioned as disruptions in ongoing temporal continuity dynamics of thickness maintenance.
Limitations
This work has clear limitations. The N-of-1 time series paradigm needed to address the question of interest was resource intensive in requiring repetitive sampling at regular short intervals of one brain over a substantial period. Although it appears unlikely that maintenance concepts from the present analyses only apply to this individual, further work using N-of-1 paradigms in other individuals is needed to test this claim. In addition, this exploratory study focused on hemispheric mean thickness maintenance because maintenance is spatially ubiquitous and continuously ongoing across the entire cortical hemisphere. Further work focusing on thicknesses in cortical regions of interest would be useful to test side-side maintenance homogeneity and heterogeneity for different cortical locations in an individual brain.
Conclusions
This study used an MRI N-of-1 time series paradigm to study relationships in ongoing maintenances of the thicknesses of the left and right cortices of an individual brain at week intervals over 6 months. The results suggest side-side maintenance relationships which reflect concepts of symmetry, asymmetry, and "if-then" contingencies in temporal continuity that are novel and have not been previously recognized. The findings require confirmation in other intensively studied individuals, and merit attention because they have implications for identifying maintenance states/traits, and for development of N-of-1 precision medicine paradigms, which can contribute to understanding cortical health maintenance at an individual person level.
